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1. Introduction and Overview
In this paper, we describe the theory and implementation of algorithms for computing
chief series, composition series and socles in large permutation groups. The theory is
valid for permutation degrees up to 10 000 000. Most parts of the algorithms have been
implemented within the Magma Computational Algebra System (Bosma and Cannon,
1993; Bosma et al., 1994; Bosma et al., 1997; Cannon and Playoust, 1996), and the
remainder of them will be shortly. As we shall see from the performance descriptions on
some examples in Section 6 below, they are currently practical for degrees up to several
hundred thousand for many types of examples. (The precise limits depend mainly on
the amount of computer memory available. For the performance gures below, we had
256 Mb.) An earlier version of some of the ideas used in this paper and, in particular, the
use of the O’Nan{Scott decomposition of primitive permutation groups, can be found in
Sections 6 and 7 of Bosma and Cannon (1992).
Recall that the socle of a nite group G is dened to be the subgroup generated by all
of its minimal normal subgroups. It is isomorphic to a direct product of simple groups.
Let 1 = G0  G1  G2      Gr = G be a strictly ascending series of subgroups
of G. If each Gi is normal in Gi+1 and Gi+1=Gi is simple, then it is called a composition
series of G and the Gi+1=Gi are the composition factors of G. If each Gi is normal in G
and Gi+1=Gi is a minimal normal subgroup of G=Gi, then it is called a chief series of G
and the Gi+1=Gi are the chief factors of G. In this case, each chief factor is a direct
product of isomorphic simple groups. Note that a chief series can be easily rened to
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a composition series by introducing intermediate subgroups. It is a standard result in
group theory that the composition factors and the chief factors of a nite group arising
from two composition or chief series are isomorphic after a possible re-ordering of terms.
The rst proposal for a practical algorithm to compute the composition factors of a
permutation group was by Neumann (1986). These ideas were rened and extended to
include the calculation of composition series by Kantor (1991). As he pointed out, nding
the factors is much easier than nding the series, since the factors can often be deduced
from number-theoretic considerations on the order and degree of the group without the
necessity of nding the Gi explicitly. Several components of our algorithms are based on
those in Kantor (1991), but our approach to the composition series is dierent in that
we nd it as a renement of a chief series.
In common with several other recently developed permutation group algorithms (see,
for example, Cannon et al. (1997), Kantor (1991) or Bosma and Cannon (1992), Sec-
tion 6), the philosophy is to use a recursive divide-and-conquer approach for intransitive
or imprimitive groups, reducing eventually to the case where the group G acts prim-
itively. In that situation, we use the O’Nan{Scott Theorem, of which we shall give a
precise statement in Section 2. This result classies the primitive permutation groups
into a number of disjoint types, according to the nature and action of the socle of the
group. Our aim is to determine the type to which the given group G belongs and to
compute its socle explicitly together with its simple factors when it is non-abelian. It is
then possible (again using recursion) to calculate a chief series for G.
Another technique involved should be mentioned. The series calculated initially by
the recursive techniques described above has some layers Gi+1=Gi which are elementary
abelian p-groups for some prime p, but not necessarily minimal normal in G=Gi. To rene
this to a genuine chief series, for each such layer, we calculate the conjugation action
of G=Gi+1 on Gi+1=Gi. (We can do this eciently by choosing a strong generating set S
for Gi and extending it to a strong generating set T for Gi+1. Then, when we write an
element g 2 Gi+1 as a word in T , we can calculate its image modulo Gi simply by deleting
all generators in the word that lies in S, and then rewriting the resulting word as a vector
over the eld of order p.) We can then regard Gi+1=Gi as a module for G=Gi+1 over the
nite eld of order p, and use the Meat-axe algorithm (Parker, 1984; Holt and Rees, 1994)
to calculate a composition series for this module. By pulling back the submodules in this
composition series to G, we achieve the required renement to a chief series of G.
It is straightforward to rene a chief series of G to a composition series of G if required;
in fact, since each layer of the chief series is isomorphic to a direct product of simple
groups, we merely need to introduce new terms corresponding to these simple groups.
Note that if our sole aim is to nd a composition series rather than a chief series then it
is not necessary (and it would be a waste of time) to perform the renement based on
the Meat-axe mentioned in the preceding paragraph, since we can completely rene an
elementary abelian layer directly.
When we describe the algorithms, we shall take for granted the ability to carry out cer-
tain well understood components of the computations. For example, we assume that the
orders of the groups involved and their subgroups can be calculated, using the concepts
of base and strong generating set, and that orbits of group actions and systems of blocks
of imprimitivity can be found. (A good general reference for computational permutation
group theory is Butler (1991).) We also assume that various natural homomorphisms
that arise in the study of permutation groups can be computed, in the sense that images
and preimages of elements and subgroups under these homomorphisms can be calculated
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quickly. These homomorphisms include constituent maps onto the induced action of a
group on one of its orbits and the block homomorphism onto the induced action on a
system of blocks of imprimitivity (Butler, 1985).
Our assumption is that these facilities, and others such as computing centralizers
of elements and subgroups, normal closures and commutator subgroups, are already
available in the implementation package; in particular, they are already built into the
Magma system. We do not wish to imply that such computations are always fast and
of no concern to us when programming implementations of the algorithms; they are
frequently a source of bottlenecks in performance, and sometimes we need to work hard
either to avoid a particular computation of this type or to improve upon its existing
implementation.
The reader should be aware that many of these computations such as orders of groups,
orbits, block systems and their associated natural homomorphisms, normal closures and
commutator subgroups have polynomial complexity, whereas others, such as centraliz-
ers, normalizers and conjugacy testing involve backtrack searches and potentially have
exponential complexity or worse. Since we aim to be able to deal with groups of a very
large degree, as a general rule we try to avoid the second type of calculation wherever
possible.
One such situation that occurs in this paper is the calculation of the centralizer of a two-
point stabilizer when testing for the existence of an elementary abelian normal subgroup
of a primitive group in the algorithm PrimitiveSocle in Section 2. However, it was
shown in Lemma 4.2 of Babai et al. (1993) that the normalizer of the two-point stabilizer
can be computed in time O(n2 logc n) for some constant c, where n is the permutation
degree. The calculation is then reduced to that of the centralizer of a normal subgroup,
which was shown in Luks (1993) to have polynomial complexity. (In fact, Akos Seress
pointed out that it can be deduced from the results of Neumann that this calculation
can be done in time O(nlogcn) for some c.)
The Meat-axe algorithm was shown in Holt and Rees (1994) to have Las Vegas proba-
bilistic complexity O(n3) except in one situation, and Charles Leedham-Green has since
provided a method of handling this exceptional situation in time at worst O(n4). Note
that the subgroup intersections and centralizer calculations in the general socle algorithm
presented in Section 5 are being applied only to normal subgroups and the complexity is
known to be polynomial in that case (Luks, 1993).
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we state the O’Nan{Scott Theorem
and describe the theory of the algorithm for computing the socle when G is primitive. In
Section 3, we describe the chief and composition series algorithms for primitive groups,
and in Section 4, we handle the reduction of these problems from the general permutation
group to the primitive case. These reductions are reasonably straightforward. In Section 5,
we do the reduction for the socle calculation, which is slightly less straightforward in one
situation, namely when the group is transitive and imprimitive, with a unique minimal
block system. (This situation causes diculties in other permutation group algorithms,
such as nding Sylow subgroups (Cannon et al., 1997).) In Section 6, we describe the
performance of the current Magma implementation on a number of examples.
2. The Socle of a Primitive Permutation Group
The aim of this section is to describe the theory of an algorithm for calculating the
socle of a primitive permutation group G acting on a nite set X. When this socle is
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non-abelian, its simple factors are calculated explicitly. The method is based on the
well known O’Nan{Scott Theorem. There are various slightly dierent statements of this
theorem, and the one we give below is taken mainly from Kantor (1991).
We recall that if G has a normal subgroup N which is a direct product of non-abelian
simple groups Si, then the Si are the only minimal normal subgroups of N , and so they
are permuted by G under the conjugation action. This is of course not necessarily true
if some of the Si are abelian.
For a subset Y = fy1; : : : ; yrg of X, GY will denote the set-wise stabilizer of Y in G,
and G(Y ) or Gy1;:::;yr the pointwise stabilizer.
Theorem 2.1. (O’Nan{Scott) Let G be a primitive permutation group of degree n
on a set X, and let x 2 X. Then one of the following holds.
I G has an elementary abelian regular normal subgroup N of order n = pd for some
prime p and some d.
II The socle of G is N = S1      Sm for isomorphic non-abelian simple groups Si.
Furthermore, exactly one of the following holds.
(a) X can be identied with a set Xm1 such that n = n
m
1 , n1 = jX1j, the action of G
on X is the wreathed product action and there is a faithful primitive permutation
representation on X1 of a group containing S1 as a normal subgroup. (When
m = 1, G has a simple normal subgroup.) G acts transitively by conjugation
on fS1; : : : ; Smg.
(b) n = jS1j(a−1)b for integers a; b with ab = m, a > 1, b  1, Nx = D1     Db
where Di is a diagonal subgroup of S(i−1)a+1  Sia; and G acts transitively
by conjugation on fS1; : : : ; Smg with block systemfS(i−1)a+1; : : : ; Siag j i = 1; : : : ; b}:
(c) n = jS1jm=2, m > 1, Nx is as in (b), with a = 2 and b = m=2, but G has two
orbits on fS1; : : : ; Smg.
(d) n = jS1jm, m  6, Nx = 1, and G acts transitively on fS1; : : : ; Smg.
For the remainder of this section, we shall refer to these situations as Case (I) or
Case (IIa), for example. Case (IId) is the twisted wreath product case. The fact that
m  6 is proved in Theorem 4.1A of Dixon and Mortimer (1996), although the subdivision
of cases is slightly dierent there. Since the degree is at least 606 in Case (IId), we do
not need to consider it in this paper.
The main algorithm of this section computes the socle of a primitive permutation
group. By the O’Nan{Scott Theorem, this is always a direct product of isomorphic simple
groups. We precede the main routine with a subroutine for computing the simple direct
factors of the socle in a specic situation.
Algorithm RegularFactors
Input: A group G = S1  S2 acting primitively on X, with S1 and S2 isomorphic non-
abelian simple groups, where the point stabilizer is a diagonal subgroup of G. (This is
Case (IIc) of the O’Nan{Scott Theorem with m = 2.)
Output: The factors S1 and S2.
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Let x 2 X and choose y in the shortest orbit of GXnfxgx . Let C be the centralizer
in G of Gxy. Search through the elements of C of prime order until g1 and g2 are
found such that the normal closures S1 := hgG1 i and S2 := hgG2 i are distinct and
have order s, where jGj = s2. Return S1 and S2.
Proof of Correctness. Since S1 and S2 both act regularly on X, they both contain
elements that map x to y, and these elements must centralize Gxy (because, if g 2 S1,
say, and xg = y, then the commutator [g;Gxy] lies in both S1 and Gy, which have trivial
intersection). Hence, the searching procedure is bound to nd these (or other suitable)
elements. As S1 and S2 are the only normal subgroups of G of order s, they are the only
such subgroups that will be found. 2
The reason for choosing y in the shortest orbit is to make C as small as possible. The
computation of the centralizer C is potentially the most expensive part of this procedure,
since it involves a backtrack search. In this case, however, the groups involved are quite
small relative to the degree and so it does not constitute a serious bottleneck.
In the following description of the main routine, the rst step is to look for an ele-
mentary abelian regular normal subgroup. This is currently done in a similar way. We
look for a two-point stabilizer with as few xed points as possible and compute its cen-
tralizer C. Then C is searched for regular elements of order p (where the degree n is a
power pd of the prime p) and the regular normal subgroup, if it exists at all, must be
equal to the normal closure of such an element. In this situation, it is possible for the
centralizer calculation to be genuinely expensive, since the group can have an order as
large as pdjGL(d; q)j. The centralizer C itself is usually very small, however, and so the
search for a suitable element in it is fast.
Algorithm PrimitiveSocle
Input: A group G acting primitively on a set X of size n  107. The order of G (and a
base and strong generating set for G) are assumed to be known.
Output: The socleN ofG and, whenN is non-abelian, the simple direct factors S1; : : : ; Sm
of N .
1. Decide whether G has an elementary abelian regular normal subgroup N ; if so,
calculate N and return it.
2. Calculate the soluble residual T of G (i.e., the nal term in the derived series of G).
3. If the order of T is equal to that of a nite simple group, then put N = T and
return it. (This is Case (IIa) with m = 1.)
4. Do there exist integers t; u; s;m and n1 such that m  5, jT j = tusm, n = nm1 , s is
the order of a nite non-abelian simple group S that acts primitively on a set X1
of size n1, t is a divisor of jAut(S)=Sjm, and u is the order of a perfect transitive
permutation group of degree m? If so, proceed to Step 5; if not proceed to Step 6.
5. We are in Case (IIa) with m > 1 and jT=N j = tu > 1. Let x 2 X and nd
a shortest orbit Y = yGx of Gx on X n fxg. Find a nontrivial block system 
for GYx such that G

x is primitive and let B 2  with y 2 B. (Here jBj = jY j=m.)
Compute U := Gx;(Y nB) and its derived group [U;U ]. Find f 2 G with x f = y
and then nd h 2 Gx such that yh = x f−1 . Let f be h f . (Now x 2 Bf .) Calculate
S := h[U;U ]; [U;U ]f i (which is a simple group of order s). Find a set  of m
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elements of Gx such that  = B and compute fS1; : : : ; Smg := fSd j d 2 g.
Return N := S1      Sm and the subgroups Si.
6. We are in Cases (IIb, c) or Case (IIa) with T = N and m > 1. (In fact, T = N is
always true in Cases (IIb, c).) Let jT j = sm, where s is the order of a nite simple
group.
(a) If m = 2 and s = n (Case (IIb) or (IIc) with m = 2), then return N and
RegularFactors(T).
(b) Otherwise, T is imprimitive. Let K be the kernel of the action of T on a minimal
block system. If n = sm=2 (Case (IIb) with a = 2 or Case (IIc)), then return N
and the set of G-conjugates of the inverse image in K of RegularFactors(KB),
where KB denotes the restriction of the action of K to a block B in the system.
(c) Otherwise (Case (IIb) with a > 2 or Case (IIa) with m > 1 and T = N), K is
simple, so return N and the set of G-conjugates of K.
Proof of Correctness. It is clear that Step 1 deals with Case (I) of the O’Nan{Scott
Theorem.
Since we are assuming that n  107 and we know that jS1j  60, we have a  4 and
b = 1 or a = 2 and b  3 in Case (IIb), and m  6 in Case (IIc). Thus, in each of
these cases, either m  4 or m = 6, and in the latter case the permutation action of G
by conjugation on the Si is imprimitive or intransitive. It follows that G=N is soluble in
Cases (IIb, c), and so T = N in these cases and jT j is a proper power of the order of a
nite simple group. Clearly the same is true in Case (IIa) with m > 1 when T = N .
In Case (IIa) with m > 1 and jT=N j > 1, it is shown in Lemma 1 of Kantor (1991)
that the conditions described in Step 4 hold. In Lemma 3 of the same paper, Kantor
showed that no nite simple group has order tusm with t, u, s and m as in Step 4. Since
it is known that no simple group has the order of a proper power of the order of another
simple group (see Note (ii) at the end of Cameron (1981)), it follows that Step 3 deals
precisely with Case (IIa), m = 1 of the O’Nan{Scott Theorem.
In fact, for n  106, all possibilities for t, u, s, m and n1 in Case (IIa) are listed in
Tables 1 and 2 of Kantor (1991), and Kantor extended this list to cover n  107 in an
update. Since this update is unpublished, we shall reproduce both tables here. The rst
table gives the possibilities for n1 and s, and the second table gives those for m and u.
Since we are assuming n = nm1  107, the cases n1  15 can only occur for m = 5, etc.
Furthermore, we have either t = 2ij2m; t = 22ij22m when n1 = 10 and s = 360, t = 3ij3m
when s = jL2(8)j, or t = 2i3j j6m when s = jL3(4)j.
It can be checked (rather tediously) that none of the resulting values for jT j and n are
compatible with those that can arise in Cases (IIb, c) or Case (IIa) when T = N . It is
possible for the order of T to clash: for example, t = 1, u = s = 60, m = 5 in Case (IIa)
yields the same value for jT j as jS1j = 60, m = 6 in Case (IIb) or (IIc); but then the
degree n is equal to 55 in Case (IIa) and 603 in Case (IIb) or (IIc). It follows that the
conditions in Step 4 of the algorithm apply precisely when we are Case (IIa) with m > 1
and jT=N j > 1. The method described in Step 5 for nding N and the Si in this case is
almost identical to that described by Kantor (1991) in Step 7 of his algorithm COMPSER,
and so we refer the reader there for the proof of correctness.
The remaining cases (in which T = N) are dealt with in Step 6. It was proved by
Teague (see Note (ii) at the end of Cameron (1981)) that the numbers s and m, as
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Table 1. Kantor’s extended tables.
n1 s
5 5!=2
6 5!/2; 6!=2
7 jL3(2)j; 7!=2
8 jL3(2)j; 8!=2
9 jL2(8)j; 9!=2
10 5!/2; 6!/2; 10!=2
11 jL2(11)j; jM11j; 11!=2
12 jL2(11)j; jM11j; jM12j; 12!=2
13 jL3(3)j; 13!=2
14 jL2(13)j; 14!=2
15 6!=2; 7!=2; 8!=2; 15!=2
16 16!=2
17 jL2(16)j; 17!=2
18 jL2(17)j; 18!=2
19 19!=2
20 jL2(19)j; 20!=2
21 7!=2; jL3(4)j; 21!=2
22 jM22j; 22!=2
23 jM23j; 23!=2
24 jL2(23)j; jM24j; 24!=2
25 25!/2
m u
5 5!=2
6 5!=2; 6!=2
7 jL3(2)j; 7!=2
8 jL3(2)j; jAGL3(2)j; 8!=2
9 jL2(8)j; 9!=2
10 5!=2; 24  5!=2; 6!=2; 10!=2
dened in Step 6, are uniquely determined by jT j. The situation in Step 6(a) is the only
one in which T is primitive.
In Step 6(b) (where n = sm=2), Tx = Nx is as described in Case (IIb) of the O’Nan{
Scott Theorem, when a = 2. The stabilizer of a block in a minimal block system will
be a subgroup of N that is minimal subject to containing Nx and will have the form
S1S2D2   Db. The kernel K of the action of N on the block system is the core
of this subgroup (which is S1  S2) and its action on a block is primitive, so S1 and S2
will be calculated by RegularFactors applied to this action.
In Case (IIb) with a > 2, b = 1, the stabilizer of a block will have the form S1  D
(where D is a diagonal subgroup of S2  Sm) and the core of this is S1. In Case (IIa)
with m > 1 and N = T , let Ri be the stabilizer in Si of a point xi 2 Xi. Then, if
x = (x1; : : : ; xm) 2 X, we have Gx = R1      Rm, the stabilizer of a block has the
form S1  R2      Rm, and again the core K = S1. This completes the proof of
correctness. 2
A related function PrimitiveSocleAction takes a primitive group G with non-abelian
socle as input and returns the permutation action of G by conjugation on the simple
factors of Soc(G), together with the homomorphism of G onto this group and its kernel.
3. Chief Series and Composition Series in Primitive Groups
Before presenting the main routine PrimitiveChiefSeries, we describe the rene-
ment routines for elementary abelian and then for soluble layers in a normal series.
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PrimitiveChiefSeries(G) itself will call the general function ChiefSeries(H), to be
described in the next section, on groups H of smaller order than G.
Algorithm RefineElementaryLayer
Input: A strictly ascending sequence of normal subgroups Gi (0  i  r) of a permutation
group G and an integer k with 0  k < r for which Gk+1=Gk is an elementary abelian
p-group for some prime p.
Output: A strictly ascending sequence
1 = G0 < G1 <    < Gk = H0 < H1 <    < Hs = Gk+1 <    < Gr = G
of normal subgroups of G in which each Hj+1=Hj is a minimal normal subgroup of G=Hj .
Let V = Gk+1=Gk and suppose that jV j = pd. Then regard V as a vector space of
dimension d over GF (p). Calculate the conjugation action of each generator of G
on V (as described in the Introduction), and construct the corresponding d  d
matrix over GF (p). This makes V into a G-module (or, equivalently, a G=Gk+1-
module). Calculate a composition series V = V0 < V1 <    < Vs = V of this
module and let Hi be the inverse image in G of Vi, for 0  i  s.
Proof of Correctness. The algorithm is clearly correct since the submodules of V
are in one-to-one correspondence with the normal subgroups of G that lie between Gk
and Gk+1. 2
Algorithm RefineSolubleLayer
Input: A strictly ascending sequence of normal subgroups Gi (0  i  r) of a permutation
group G and an integer k with 0  k < r for which Gk+1=Gk is a soluble group.
Output: Same as in RefineElementaryLayer.
1. If Gk+1=Gk is elementary abelian, then return RefineElementaryLayer(fGig; k).
2. Otherwise, if Gk+1=Gk is abelian, then let p be a prime that divides jGk+1=Gkj,
let H = Gpk+1Gk and insert H into the series fGig as Gk+1. (In other words,
let Gi+1 := Gi for i = r; r − 1; : : : ; k + 1 and let Gk+1 := H.) Replace fGig by
RefineElementaryLayer(fGig; k+ 1) and return RefineSolubleLayer(fGig; k).
3. Otherwise, let H = [Gk+1; Gk+1]Gk and insert H into the series fGig as Gk+1.
Replace fGig by RefineSolubleLayer(fGig; k+ 1). Now return RefineSoluble-
Layer(fGig; k).
Proof of Correctness. Straightforward. 2
In order to give the most concise statement of the above algorithm, we have used recursive
calls to itself. For eciency reasons, one would avoid doing this in an implementation.
Algorithm PrimitiveChiefSeries
Input: A primitive permutation group G on a set X with jXj  107.
Output: A chief series fGig for G.
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1. Let N;Y := PrimitiveSocle(G). Here Y is only dened when N is non-abelian,
in which case it is a set of isomorphic nite simple groups Si, for 1  i  m, of
which N is the direct product.
2. If N is elementary abelian, then let fHig := ChiefSeries(Gx) for some x 2 X.
Let G1 = N and let Gi+1 := NHi for 1  i  r, where fHig has length r. Return
fGig.
3. Otherwise, N is non-abelian. Compute the permutation action of G on Y by con-
jugation, which consists of a permutation group H on Y , together with an epi-
morphism  : G ! H. Let fHig := ChiefSeries(H) have length r and let
Ki := −1(Hi) for 0  i  r. Now dene the normal series fGig of G as follows.
(a) If H is transitive on Y and N = K0, then G1 := N and Gi+1 := Ki for
1  i  r. Return fGig.
(b) If H is transitive on Y and N < K0, then G1 := N and Gi+2 := Ki for
0  i  r. Return RefineSolubleLayer(fGig; 1).
(c) If H has two orbits Y1 and Y2 on Y and N = K0, then let G1 := hY1i, G2 := N
and Gi+2 := Ki for 1  i  r. Return fGig.
(d) If H has two orbits Y1 and Y2 on Y and N < K0, then let G1 := hY1i, G2 := N
and Gi+3 := Ki for 0  i  r. Return RefineSolubleLayer(fGig; 2).
Proof of Correctness. Once again, the proof is straightforward. It follows from the
O’Nan{Scott Theorem that H has at most two orbits on Y . Observe that K0 is the
subgroup of G which normalizes each of the Si and so K0=N is isomorphic to a subgroup
of the direct product of the groups Aut(Si)=Si, each of which is soluble. (This fact follows
of course from the Schreier conjecture, the proof of which depends on the classication
of nite simple groups.) Thus, the call to RefineSolubleLayer in Steps 3(b) and 3(d)
will have the desired eect. 2
We shall not write out the details of the corresponding function for calculating com-
position series of a primitive group, since this is an easy adaptation of Primitive-
ChiefSeries. Of course we call CompositionSeries in place of ChiefSeries. At the
bottom of the series, we have 1 < S1 < hS1; S2i <    < hS1; : : : ; Smi = N in place
of 1 < N or 1 < hY1i < N . Finally, for the composition series, rather than call
RefineElementaryLayer, we call a much simpler function which renes the elementary
abelian layer Gk+1=Gk to a series in which all factors have order p.
4. Chief Series and Composition Series in General Permutation Groups
The algorithms ChiefSeries and CompositionSeries for general permutation groups
consist of straightforward reductions, rst to the transitive case, and then to the primitive
case. We shall only write out the rst of these in detail. It calls itself recursively on groups
of smaller degree than the input group.
Algorithm ChiefSeries
Input: A permutation group G on a set X with jXj  107.
Output: A chief series for G.
1. If G is intransitive on X, then let Y be an orbit of the action, let H be the induced
permutation group on Y and  : G! H the action epimorphism.
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(a) Let fHig := ChiefSeries(H) have length r and let Ki := −1(Hi) for 0 
i  r. Note that K := K0 is the kernel of the action of G on Y . If K = 1, then
return fKig.
(b) Otherwise, let fLig := ChiefSeries(K) have length s and let Mi be the
normal closure of Li in G for 0  i  s.
(c) Replace fMig by a strictly ascending series fNig containing the same terms
but with no repetitions and suppose this has length t.
(d) Let Gi := Ni for 0  i  t and Gt+i := Ki for 1  i  r. For k :=
t − 1; t − 2; : : : ; 0, if Gk+1=Gk is elementary abelian, then replace fGig by
RefineElementaryLayer(fGig; k).
(e) Return fGig.
2. Otherwise G is transitive on X. If G is imprimitive on X, then let Y be a block
system, let H be the induced permutation group on Y and  : G ! H the action
epimorphism. Now proceed exactly as in Step 1.
3. Otherwise G is primitive on X. Return PrimitiveChiefSeries(G).
Proof of Correctness. In Step 1, the upper part of the chief series, which is the
inverse image of the chief series of H, is clearly correct. So we need to examine the
lower part, arising from the chief series of K, when this is nontrivial. A layer Ni+1=Ni
in Step 1(c) is equal to Mj+1=Mj for some j  i, which is equal to NCl(Lj+1)=NCl(Lj).
Let bars denote images of subgroups of G in G=NCl(Lj), and let A = Lj+1.
Since A is a minimal normal subgroup of K, so are all of its G-conjugates. Hence, any
two such conjugates are either equal or disjoint and so, in the latter case, they commute
with each other. It follows that the normal closure of A in G, which is equal to Ni+1=Ni,
is a direct product of isomorphic simple groups. In the elementary abelian case, we apply
RefineElementaryLayer to it, which ensures that the resulting terms in the chief series
calculated are correct. In the non-abelian case, Ni+1=Ni is just the direct product of the
G-conjugates of one of the simple factors of A and, since these are permuted transitively
under G-conjugation, Ni+1=Ni must be a minimal normal subgroup of G, as required.
The proof for Step 2 is identical and Step 3 is clear. 2
5. The Socle of a General Permutation Group
We start this section by reviewing some properties of the socle of a nite group G.
By denition, Soc(G) is the group generated by all minimal normal subgroups of G.
Now each such subgroup is characteristically simple and therefore isomorphic to a direct
product of isomorphic simple groups. Furthermore, any two such subgroups are either
equal or disjoint and, in the latter case, they centralize each other. It follows that Soc(G)
is a direct product of nite simple groups (see Theorem 4.3A of Dixon and Mortimer
(1996) for more detail).
Lemma 5.1. If N £ G and N is a direct product of non-abelian simple groups, then
N  Soc(G).
Proof. The simple factors Ni of N are permuted by the conjugation action of G and,
for each orbit fNi1 ; : : : ; Nirg of this action, the subgroup Ni1      Nir is a minimal
normal subgroup of G. Thus N is generated by minimal normal subgroups of G and the
result follows. 2
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The above lemma is false for abelian simple groups. For example, the dihedral group
of order 8 has a socle of order 2, but has two elementary abelian subgroups of order 4.
Lemma 5.2. If N £G with N  Soc(G), then there is a normal subgroup M of G with
Soc(G) = N M .
Proof. We prove this by induction on jSoc(G)=N j, noting rst that the result is clear
when jSoc(G)=N j = 1. If jSoc(G)=N j > 1, then there must exist a minimal normal
subgroup L of G that is not contained in N and so L \ N = 1. Now, by inductive
hypothesis applied to NL, there is a normal subgroup K of G with Soc(G) = NLK,
and we let M := LK to complete the proof. 2
Lemma 5.3. If N £G with N  Soc(G), then N is generated by some minimal normal
subgroups of G.
Proof. By Lemma 5.2, we have Soc(G) = N M with M £ G. Consider the projec-
tions Ni of the minimal normal subgroups Li of G onto the factor N in the direct product
NM . Then, since the subgroups Li generate NM , the Ni must generate N . However,
by normality of N and LiM = NiM in G, we have [G;Ni]  N \NiM = Ni, so the Ni
are normal in G. Furthermore, minimality of the Li implies minimality of Ni, and the
result follows. 2
Lemma 5.4. Let N £G. Then Soc(G)N=N  Soc(G=N) and Soc(G) \N  Soc(N).
Proof. The rst part is straightforward. Suppose the second part is false. Then, by
applying Lemma 5.2 to the normal subgroup Soc(G) \ Soc(N) of G and intersecting
the resulting complement M with Soc(G) \ N , we nd 1 6= L £ G with Soc(G) \ N =
(Soc(G)\ Soc(N))L. But L£N , so L must contain a minimal normal subgroup of N
and this has to lie in Soc(N), so we have a contradiction. 2
Lemma 5.5. Let N;M £G with N \M = 1. Suppose that MN=N  Soc(G=N). Then
M  Soc(G).
Proof. The standard isomorphism  : MN=N ! M=M \ N maps the set of normal
subgroups of G=N contained in MN=M bijectively onto the set of normal subgroups of
G=M \N contained in M=M \N . By Lemma 5.3, MN=M is generated by some minimal
normal subgroups of G=N , and hence M=M \N is generated by some minimal normal
subgroups of G=M \N . Now the result follows from M \N = 1. 2
Lemma 5.6. Suppose that N1; N2 £G with N1 \N2 = 1, let L1=N1 = Soc(G=N1) and
L2=N2 = Soc(G=N2). Then Soc(G) = L1 \ L2.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 5.4 that Soc(G)  L1 \ L2. By applying Lemma 5.2 in
G=N1, we nd that (L1 \ N2)N1=N1 has a complement C=N1 in L1=N1 that is normal
in G=N1 and, by intersecting this with (L1 \ L2)N1=N1, we have
(L1 \ L2)N1=N1 = (L1 \N2)N1=N1 M=N1 ()
with M £G. But L1 \N2 \N1 = 1 and so, by Lemma 5.5, L1 \N2  Soc(G). From (),
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we have L1 \L2 = (L1 \N2)(M \L1 \L2). But () also implies that M \L1 \N2  N1
and, since N1\N2 = 1, we have M \L1\N2 = 1. Now, by applying Lemma 5.5 to G=N2,
we nd that M \L1 \L2  Soc(G) and so L1 \L2 = (L1 \N2)(M \L1 \L2)  Soc(G),
and the result follows. 2
We are now ready to describe the algorithm Socle. It involves recursive calls to itself
applied to permutation groups of smaller degree or smaller order than the given group.
Algorithm Socle
Input: A permutation group G on a set X with jXj  107.
Output: The socle N of G.
1. Suppose that G is intransitive on X. Let Y1 be an orbit and let Y2 = X n Y1. For
i = 1; 2, let Hi be the induced actions on Yi with action epimorphisms i : G! Hi
having kernels Ki. For i = 1; 2 calculate Ni := −1i (Socle(Hi)). Return N1 \N2.
2. Otherwise, G is transitive on X. Suppose that G is imprimitive on X.
(a) Suppose that G has two distinct minimal block systems 1 and 2. For i = 1; 2,
let Hi be the induced actions on i with action epimorphisms i : G ! Hi
having kernels Ki. Now proceed as in Step 1.
(b) Otherwise, G has a unique minimal block system . Let H be the induced
action of G on  with action epimorphism  : G! H having kernel K and let
J = −1(Socle((G))). If K = 1 then return J .
Otherwise, K is nontrivial. Let L := Socle(K).
We assert that L is a direct product of isomorphic simple groups.
Let C := CG(K) and M := C \ J .
If L is non-abelian, then return LM .
If L is abelian, then it is an elementary abelian p-group for some prime p.
Regard it as a module for G over GF (p) and let L0 be the subgroup of G
generated by its minimal submodules.
Now M=(K \M) = MK=K is normal in J=K, which is a quotient group of
Socle(G), so M=(K\M) is a direct product of simple groups. Let Mi=(K\M)
(1  i  r) be the non-abelian simple factors of M=(K \M) (if any) and let
M 0i = [Mi;Mi]. Let M
0 be the subgroup generated by those M 0i which are
simple. Return L0 M 0.
3. Otherwise, G is primitive on X. Return PrimitiveSocle(G).
Proof of Correctness. In Cases 1 and 2(a) we have K1 \K2 = 1. (This is clear in
Case 1, and in Case 2(a), if K1\K2 were nontrivial, then an orbit of K1\K2 would lie in
a block system strictly contained in both 1 and 2, contradicting their minimality.) The
proof of correctness in these cases now follows from Lemma 5.6 applied to K1 and K2.
So it remains to deal with Case 2(b); that is, there is a unique minimal block system,
and we may assume that the kernel K of the action is nontrivial.
First, we need to justify the assertion that the socle L of K is a direct product of
isomorphic simple groups. If not, and there are two nonisomorphic simple groups S1
and S2 that occur as factors of L, then for i = 1; 2, let Ni be the subgroup of L generated
by the direct factors of L that are isomorphic to Si. Then Ni is characteristic in L and
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hence normal in G, and N1 and N2 centralize each other. Each Ni must act transitively
on all blocks B of , for otherwise its orbits would constitute a smaller block system
for G. But two transitive permutation groups on the same set can only centralize each
other when they are isomorphic and act regularly (see, for example, Theorem 4.2A of
Dixon and Mortimer (1996)), so we have a contradiction. This proves the assertion.
Assume rst that L is non-abelian and letM and C be as dened in the algorithm. Then
L  Soc(G) by Lemma 5.1 and so L = K \ Soc(G) by Lemma 5.4. Since L = Soc(K),
it is clear that K \ C = 1. It now follows from Lemma 5.5 that M  Soc(G). Now,
by Lemma 5.2, we have Soc(G) = L My, for some normal subgroup My of G. Since
L = K \ Soc(G), we have K \ M y = 1, and so My  C. Also, by the rst part of
Lemma 5.4, M y  J , so My M . Thus, My = M , and Soc(G) = LM , as required.
Finally, assume that L is abelian, in which case the assertion implies that it is an
elementary abelian p-group for some prime p. Then the subgroup L0 constructed is pre-
cisely the subgroup generated by the minimal normal subgroups of G that lie in L. By
Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4, this is equal to K \ Soc(G).
As in the case with L abelian, we have Soc(G) = L My, where K \My = 1 and
M y M . We have to show that My = M 0.
We rst claim that My contains only non-abelian simple factors. For, if not, then there
is an elementary abelian minimal normal subgroup A of G with A \K = 1 and A will
centralize K. By the minimality and uniqueness of the block system , an orbit Y of A
must be a union of at least two blocks of . But the permutation group AY induced by
the action of A is regular and self-centralizing on Y . Thus KY  AY , which contradicts
the minimality of A.
Now, let M yi be a simple factor of M
y. Then we have Mi = M
y
i  (K \M) for some
non-abelian simple factor Mi=(K \M) of M=(K \M). Since K \M  Z(K), we have
M 0i = M
y
i and so M
y  M 0. On the other hand, the M 0i are simple normal subgroups
of M , so they all lie in Soc(M) by Lemma 5.1. Thus M 0 is the direct product of non-
abelian simple groups and hence M 0  Soc(G) by Lemma 5.1 again. Thus we have
M 0 = My, which completes the proof. 2
6. Performance Statistics
The six tables present cpu times, in seconds, for the current Magma implementation
of the function ChiefSeries described in Sections 2{4, on a large variety of examples of
varying orders and degrees. These runs were carried out on a SparcStation 20 computer
at Warwick University with 256 Mb of core memory and about 3 times as much swap
space. Since these algorithms involve random choices in several places, we found that the
time for the same example could vary by as much as a factor of 3 or 4 on dierent runs.
We have given average times over two or three runs in such cases. We decided to use the
function ChiefSeries for the tests, because the times for CompositionSeries are very
similar. The function Socle is only implemented in Magma in the primitive case and it
forms a component of the ChiefSeries algorithm for primitive groups. We shall discuss
how large this component is in the various examples below.
The notation used in the tables requires requires a little explanation. We have used the
ATLAS notation (Conway et al., 1985) for simple groups. If X and Y are permutation
groups of degrees c and d respectively, then X o Y denotes the standard imprimitive
wreath product of degree cd, whereas X op Y denotes the product action of the wreath
product of degree cd that occurs in Case (IIa) of the O’Nan{Scott Theorem. This is a
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Table 2. Almost simple primitive groups.
Group Degree Order Chief factors Time
Co3 276 4:96 1011 Co3 0.3
(Co3)1 275 1:80 109 MCl : 2 1.48
Co2 2300 4:23 1013 Co2 1.89
O0N 122 760 4:61 1011 O0N 97.6
L8(2) 255 5:35 1018 L8(2) 0.37
L2(2003) 2004 4:02 109 L2(2003) 6.33
S8(3) 3280 6:58 1016 S8(3) 17.9
U3(27) 19 684 2:82 1011 U3(27) 7.78
PΓU(3; 27) 19 684 1:69 1012 U3(27) : 3 : 2 216.0
L11(3) 88 573 1:51 1057 L11(3) 227.1
U10(2) 174 933 5:11 1029 U10(2) 338.9
PΓL(4; 64) 266 305 7:43 1027 L4(64) : 3 : 2 3536
L19(2) 524 287 1:36 10108 L19(2) 6652
Table 3. Primitive groups with regular normal subgroups.
Group Degree Order Chief factors Time
AGL6(3) 729 6:13 1019 36 : 2 : L6(3) : 2 16.08
S4 op S6 4096 1:38 1011 212 : 36 : 21+4+1 : A6 : 2 22.15
AΓL(2; 81) 6561 1:12 1012 38 : 5(: 2)4 : L2(81)(: 2)3 42.15
AGL3(29) 24 389 3:42 1017 293 : 2 : 7 : 2 : L3(29) 411.6
AGL2(3) op A5 59 049 9:03 1014 310 : 24+1+10 : 35 : 24+1 : A5 395.7
AΓL(4; 16) 65 536 4:51 1024 216 : 3 : 5 : L4(16) : 2 : 2 2098
AGL11(2) 2048 1:57 1039 211 : L11(2) 53.0
AGL13(2) 8192 1:77 1054 213 : L13(2) 438.7
AGL15(2) 32 768 5:10 1071 215 : L15(2) 4405
primitive group whenever X is primitive and Y is transitive. We use X od Y and X od2 Y
for actions of the wreath product by multiplication on the cosets of a diagonal subgroup
of Xd or the direct product of diagonal subgroups of Xd=2. These are used as examples of
Cases (IIb, c) of the O’Nan{Scott Theorem. Examples such as U10(2)1 and U10(2)12 are,
respectively, one- and two-point stabilizers in the natural permutation representation of
U10(2). The description of the chief factors is fairly self-explanatory. Note that 24 refers
to a single chief factor of that order, whereas 24+6, for example, means two successive
chief factors of orders 24 and 26. In particular, 21+4 does not necessarily denote an extra
special group, as it would in the ATLAS; it simply means a chief factor of order 2 with
one of order 24 lying above it, so the two taken together could be either extra special or
elementary abelian.
As far as primitive groups are concerned, an examination of the times suggests that
the degree of the group is the most important factor, but the number of chief factors,
and the order of the group are also important. Thus, almost simple groups are the fastest
examples for a given degree. For the groups G with regular normal subgroups N , the time
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Table 4. Other types of primitive groups.
Group Degree Order Chief factors Time
PΓL(2; 8) op S4 6561 1:25 1014 L2(8)4 : 33 : 22 : 3 : 3 : 2 69.46
PGL(2; 5) op S6 46 656 2:15 1015 A65 : 21+4+1 : A6 : 2 427.2
S32 op C2 1024 1:38 1071 A232 : 2 : 2 : 2 760.3
S20 op S3 8000 8:64 1055 A320 : 22 : 3 : 2 : 2 2500
S24 op S3 13 824 1:43 1072 A324 : 22 : 3 : 2 : 2 6156
A5 op A8 390 625 3:39 1018 A85 : A8 1913
M211 7920 6:27 107 M11 : M11 8.85
PSL(2; 7) od2 V4 28 224 3:19 109 L2(7)3 : 22 124
PSL(2; 7) od S3 28 224 2:84 107 L2(7)3 : 3 : 2 53.01
A5 od A4 216 000 1:56 108 A45 : 22 : 3 1955
Table 5. Imprimitive wreath products.
Group Degree Order Chief factors Time
S3 o L2(31) 96 1:18 1029 332 : 21+15+15+1 : L2(31) 4755
S9 oA12 108 1:25 1075 A129 : 21+10+1 : A12 5668
S50 o S3 150 1:68 10194 A350 : 21+2 : 3 : 2 7389
Co3 oAGL3(2) 2208 4:90 1096 Co83 : 23 : L2(7) 1263
AGL7(3) oA5 10 935 1:30 10134 335 : 21+4 : L7(3)5 : A5 8044
S6(5) o C3 11 718 3:58 1043 S6(5)3 : 3 231.6
L7(5) o C2 39 062 2:28 1067 L7(5)2 : 2 1930
taken to compute N (which is also the socle of G) is also of interest, since most of the
time for this is taken up with a centralizer calculation. Some examples of these were (in
seconds) 334 for AGL3(29), 175 for AGL2(3) opA5, 466 for AΓL(4; 16), 165 for AGL13(2),
and 2167 for AGL15(2). We also tried AGL17(2) (of degree 131 072). The socle of this
was computed in 17 214 s, but there was not enough memory to proceed further. The
primitive groups considered in Table 4 are all examples of Case (II) of the O’Nan{Scott
Theorem, and the last four are instances of Case (IIb, c). In the rst few of these, the
socle was computed relatively fast; for example (in seconds) 24 for PGL(2; 5) opS6 and 54
for S32 op C2. This is perhaps because the full chief series calculation requires computing
the permutation action of the whole group acting by conjugation on these factors.
Most of the imprimitive and intransitive examples given, including the stabilizers of
the simple groups, have a fairly small number of blocks of imprimitivity or orbits, and
they are reasonably well behaved. The slowest examples with respect to degree are the
wreath products such as S3 o L2(31) with large numbers of blocks, and the intransitive
groups, such as S340, with large numbers of orbits. The reason for this is the same in both
cases, since the calculation for the wreath product involves a reduction to the kernel of
the action on blocks, which is intransitive with a large number of orbits. There is almost
certainly room for improvement in the implementation of this case. For example, it would
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Table 6. Other imprimitive groups.
Group Degree Order Chief factors Time
L8(2)1 254 2:10 1016 27 : L7(2) 3.95
L5(7)1 2800 6:68 1016 74 : 2 : 3 : L4(7) : 2 25.59
AGL6(5)1 15 624 1:11 1025 2 : 2 : L6(5) : 2 306.4
L11(3)1 88 573 1:70 1052 310 : 2 : L10(3) : 2 8362
PΓL(4; 64)1 266 304 2:78 1022 218 : 7 : 3 : 3 : L3(64) : 3 : 3 : 2 8383
Table 7. Intransitive groups.
Group Degree Order Chief factors Time
(Co3)12 274 6:53 106 U4(3) : 2 0.88
(Co2)1 2299 1:84 1010 U6(2) : 2 4.56
O0N1 122 759 3:75 106 L3(7) : 2 166.4
O0N12 122 758 64 24 : 2 : 2 50.14
L8(2)12 253 8:26 1013 26+6 : L6(2) 4.26
S8(3)1 3279 2:01 1013 3 : 36 : 2 : S6(3) 12.19
PΓU(3; 27)1 19 683 8:59 107 33+6 : 7 : 23 : 13 : 3 : 2 75.43
L11(3)12 88 571 1:92 1047 39+9 : 2 : 2 : L9(3) 7036
U10(2)1 174 932 2:92 1024 21+16 : 3 : U8(2) 2680
U10(2)12 174 931 6:67 1019 21+2+1+12+12 : 3 : U6(2) : 3 : 3 5938
C3
20 60 3:49 109 3 : : : : : 3 42.87
S3
20 60 3:66 1015 3 : 2 : : : : : 3 : 2 401.3
C3
40 120 1:22 1019 3 : : : : : 3 1178
S3
40 120 1:34 1031 3 : 2 : : : : : 3 : 2 12 011
probably be a good idea to remove some of the recursion in the ChiefSeries case for
intransitive groups.
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